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Vehicular Multi-Object Tracking with Persistent
Detector Failures
Michael Motro and Joydeep Ghosh
Abstract—Autonomous vehicles often perceive the environment
by feeding sensor data to a learned detector algorithm, then
feeding detections to a multi-object tracker that models object
motions over time. Probabilistic models of multi-object trackers
typically assume that errors in the detector algorithm occur
randomly over time. We instead assume that undetected objects
and false detections will persist in certain conditions, and modify
the tracking framework to account for them. The modifications
are tested on a vehicle tracking dataset using a state-of-the-art
lidar-based detector, a novel lightweight detector, and a fusion
of camera and lidar detectors. For each detector, the persistence
modifications notably improve performance and enable the model
to outperform baseline trackers.
Index Terms—multi-object tracking (MOT), object detection,
intelligent vehicles
I. INTRODUCTION
AMBITIOUS applications of intelligent vehicles have de-manded new paradigms of perception. For instance, self-
driving vehicles in urban settings may need to detect several
types of stationary and moving objects within tens of meters in
all directions, and understand these objects’ motion. Camera
and laser-based object detection is frequently performed by
learned algorithms that directly transform raw data into object
estimates. Current sensors and detectors are not capable of
perfectly detecting all objects in all scenarios. They can err
in three ways: by inaccurately reporting the position and
characteristics of an object, by not detecting a present object,
and by reporting a detection that does not correspond to a
true object. We refer to the latter two as false negative and
false positive detector failures. The quality of detection is
proportional to the visibility of the object, the resolution of
the sensor, and the computational resources available.
Multi-object tracking (MOT) uses detections at each
timestep to maintain an estimate of all relevant objects and
their past motion. Single-object trackers are often built around
a probabilistic model that includes known characteristics of
object motion and sensor behavior. The same approach can
be applied to MOT by propagating a joint distribution across
the states of all objects. The probabilistic approach to MOT
also specifies a probability that each tracked object is actually
present, which helps when tracking in the presence of detector
failures.
However, several aspects of intelligent vehicle perception
challenge the probabilistic implementation of MOT. Inter-
object dependencies, such as the constraint that objects cannot
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overlap in space, complicate the multi-object distribution.
Detection quality may depend on the environment, for instance
if obstacles block line-of-sight. The position of the sensor
itself may be uncertain if the robot is moving in an unknown
environment, or if its sensors are moveable or damaged.
Finally, tracking is typically formulated with the assumption
that errors in object detection and localization are distributed
randomly and independently over time. When detection is
being performed by complex but powerful approaches such
as machine learning algorithms, errors are more likely to be
consistent functions of the sensor and environment.
The inaccuracies of certain kinds of detector may be fre-
quent or persistent enough to limit the benefits of tracking. The
opposite can also hold: for highly accurate detectors on limited
tasks, simple tracking techniques have sometimes been shown
to outperform more complex trackers built around weaker
detectors [1]–[3]. Thus a common approach is to put the
majority of research effort and implementation cost into high-
quality detectors, despite the cost in sensor and computational
resources.
Some practical properties of vehicular object detectors have
been considered in multi-object tracking. For instance, line-
of-sight occlusion [4] and localization [5] can be accounted
for with straightforward modifications to tracking algorithms.
We address the temporal persistence of detector failures. We
provide simple examples to suggest that failure to address this
detector characteristic will cause trackers to underperform. We
also derive altered forms of the standard probabilistic multi-
object tracker for persistent false negative detections and false
positive detections, by augmenting the state of tracked objects.
The resulting tracker is applied to vehicle tracking on the Kitti
dataset. The method is not detector-specific, and is tested with
three different detectors: a state-of-the-art deep network for
high-resolution lidar, a novel lidar-based detector that is more
interpretable and doesn’t require a graphics processing unit,
and a fusion of a monocular detector with sparse lidar data.
II. VEHICULAR OBJECT DETECTION
Three types of sensors are widely used in autonomous
vehicle perception. Radar is often processed in two stages.
The low-level stage performs frequency-based processing of
received waves and returns points in space expected to be
filled by an object. The high-level stage clusters points into
distinct objects and false positives [6]. Machine learning for
radar detection is less common in the literature, possibly
because less unprocessed radar data is publicly available [7].
Lidar returns were traditionally handled as a set of horizontal
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line segments or curves, or as an unordered set of points
in 3D space termed a point cloud. Recent research on lidar
perception focuses instead on learned algorithms. Camera
information is difficult to apply to most perception tasks with
simple handmade rules, and learned algorithms have been
utilized for decades. We focus on learned algorithms for the
task of object detection.
An object detection algorithm takes the input from a sensor
or sensors of a multi-object environment and outputs a set
of objects. Depending on the environment and sensor, this
task may be highly separable - that is, the sensory input that
provides information about one object is largely irrelevant
to the other objects. Additionally, highly similar objects are
often unlikely to exist - for instance, solid 3D objects can-
not exist in overlapping areas. These characteristics motivate
the classification-suppression approach to object detection. A
classification model is trained to provide a score indicating the
likelihood that a specific region in the environment, termed an
anchor, contains an object. During the classification step, this
model is applied to many overlapping anchors. Then, in the
non-maximum suppression step, only the highest-scoring of
overlapping anchors is maintained as a detected object.
False negative errors in object detection occur when the
sensor does not provide information about an object, or when
the detection algorithm fails to use sensor information to
correctly classify an object. False negatives cannot be ‘fixed’
by a tracker, but they can be characterized so that tracked
objects are handled correctly while undetected. Object detec-
tion algorithm failures are difficult to characterize, especially
for complex black box algorithms. However, it is reasonable
to assume that inaccuracies in the detector are consistent
for highly similar inputs, for instance if the same object is
viewed twice in identical surroundings. False positive errors
are detections that do not correspond to an actual object. For
vehicular applications, it is reasonable to assume that most
false positives are stationary objects - or more directly, that
most large moving objects should be tracked and detected.
False positive detections therefore occur when the stationary
features of a location are viewed from a certain perspective.
1) Image Object Detection: Pedestrian detection in images
is one of the oldest applications of learned object detectors,
with research still ongoing [8]. Until 2015, the most popular
approaches were variants of the Viola Jones detector [9]. This
method convolutionally generates features across the image,
then trains a boosted classifier. Boosted classifiers are a set of
simple models, each of which returns a classification score.
A few models can usually accurately classify most inputs, a
property termed attentional cascade in computer vision [9].
Hence the model combines high precision power for difficult
inputs with high speed for the average input, making it
particularly suited to object detection. However, the model was
not generally found powerful enough to classify on raw pixel
data, so engineered multipixel features were generated first.
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become
the most popular method for image-based object detection and
image or lidar-based traffic scene perception. They still follow
the classification-suppression approach but have several clear
advantages. Their deep structure allows for direct learning
of low-level features, which have been shown to outperform
similar handmade features [10]. Additionally, neural networks
are amenable to being trained and utilized with GPUs. The
disadvantages of deep networks are a purported brittleness
to structure and hyperparameter choice, and slow inference
due to model complexity. Most camera-based detectors aim
to locate objects’ positions within the image, which is termed
2D detection. Camera-based 3D object detectors [11], [12]
additionally estimate an object’s orientation and distance from
the camera. Current state-of-the-art camera-based 3D vehicle
detectors can reliably estimate distance within several meters.
2) Lidar Object Detection: While the term lidar applies
to any laser-based ranging sensor, we focus on the rotating
multi-laser lidars that are commonly used for wide-view or
360-view perception of traffic environments. These sensors
return a set of 3D points that follow sparse vertical lines. In
early research on autonomous driving, object detection from
laser scanners was performed by clustering points into distinct
objects and separately determining the identity of each object
based on its points. Classifiers based on engineered features
[13], [14] or even handmade models [15], [16] can identify
vehicles or pedestrians in the immediate vicinity. However, as
more ambitious driving capabilities were explored, the goal
of perception shifted to include a variety of stationary and
moving objects within a broader radius of the car. The first
public benchmark of 3D object detection was established on
the Kitti dataset [17] in 2017. To date, all of the methods on
the public leaderboard are deep CNN object detectors save
for [18]. The majority of high-performing methods are lidar-
based or lidar-and-image-based CNNs utilizing GPUs. Lidar-
based object detection seems to require specialized network
implementations to operate more than 10 times a second on a
GPU - for instance by sparsifying the convolutional operations
[10], [19].
III. TRACKING
This section presents the standard probabilistic formulation
of multi-object tracking with a single object detector. We use
random set notation in order to write a complete mathematical
statement for the standard tracking model, which will then be
modified. We do not go through the full derivation of a specific
tracker, in particular avoiding the data association step as its
implementation is largely unaffected by the discussed subject.
A. Single-object Tracking
Each tracked object is parameterized with a random state x.
This includes observable features such as the object’s location,
shape, and class, as well as latent features such as the object’s
motion. The object is estimated by propagating a distribution
P (x). A motion model P (x+|x) is assumed, which describes
the transformation of the object state after a certain period
of time. The prediction step of a single-object tracker uses
the prior estimate and the motion model to calculate P (x+).
Each detection has a fixed set of values z. In the case that
a single object is detected, the detection distribution P (z|x)
is assumed. Given an object distribution and a detection,
as well the assumption that the detection corresponds to
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this object, the object’s distribution can be updated with a
simple application of Bayes rule P (x|z) = P (x)P (z|x)∫
x
P (x)P (z|x) .
Common probability distributions assumed in tracking models
are Gaussians, particle mixtures, and mixtures of Gaussians.
B. Multi-object Tracking
Probabilistic multi-object tracking estimates probability
distributions over sets of estimated object states X =
{x1, · · · , x|X|}. Random sets differ from vector-valued ran-
dom variables in that they have no intrinsic ordering and their
cardinality |X| is also random. A distribution on a set can be
written in terms of a cardinality distribution and a set of joint
distributions (one for each cardinality).
P (X) = P (|X| = K)
∑
k↔i
P (xk:k→1, xk:k→2, . . . , xk:k→K)
(1)
Where all possible one-to-one mappings of indices k ∈
{1, . . . ,K}, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} are summed. For multi-object
tracking, we consider a distribution of the form
P (X) = e−κU
∑
k↔i
R(k ↔ i)
∏
k→i
pi(xk)
∏
k→∅
κPU (xk) (2)
This distribution maintains some number of independent,
single-object component distributions indexed by i. In this
case, the mapping from realized objects k to distribution
components i is not one-to-one, as some components are not
matched to true objects and vice versa. The null index ∅ is used
for indices with no match. Additionally, a state distribution
PU (x) and rate parameter κU is maintained to specify regions
in which an unknown number of objects may exist. In practice,
these are objects that have recently entered the sensor view
and have not yet been detected, or objects with too uncertain
a position to be tracked accurately. The term R(k ↔ i)
specifies the joint probability of the components existing. A
broad variety of trackers can be specified by an appropriate
choice of R(k ↔ i). For instance, the Poisson Multi-Bernoulli
Mixture (PMBM) can be specified as
R(k ↔ i) =
∑
H
wH
∏
i:k→i
rH,i
∏
i:∅→i
(1− rH,i) (3)
And this tracker is easily convertible other trackers such as
the standard multi-hypothesis tracker, the GLMB, the track-
oriented Multi-Bernoulli filter, and others [20].
1) Standard Multi-object Motion Model: A multi-object
motion model specifies the transformation of the set of objects
X into X+ after a period of time. In addition to a motion
model for individual objects P (x+|x), the entry and exit
of objects from the relevant area must be modeled. This
is typically achieved by specifying a probability of object
survival rS(x), and a distribution and rate for new objects
Pnew(x), κnew. The model is directly written as
P (X+|X) = e−κnew
∑
k↔i
∏
k→i
rS(xi)P (x
+
k |xi)
∏
∅→i
(1− rS(xi))∏
k→∅
κnewPnew(x
+
k )
(4)
and the predicted estimates are
Pi(x
+) =
∫
x
Pi(x)rS(x)P (x
+|x)
rS,i
(5)
κ+U = κU + κnew (6)
PU (x
+) =
κU
κ+U
∫
x
PU (x)rS(x)P (x
+|x) + κnew
κ+U
Pnew(x
+)
(7)
R+(k ↔ i) = R(k ↔ i)
∏
k→i
rS,i
∏
∅→i
(1− rS,i) (8)
rS,i =
∫
x
rS(x)Pi(x)
2) Standard Multi-object Measurement Model: A multi-
object measurement model specifies the probability distri-
bution of a set of detections Z =
{
z1, · · · , z|Z|
}
given a
current set of objects X . The standard model assumes that
each object generates at most one measurement. Additionally,
the probability that an object generates a measurement is
independent of other objects, and the values of a generated
measurement are independent of objects that did not generate
it. Finally, some measurements may be erroneous and not
correspond to any object. These are termed false positives, and
are assumed to be generated by a Poisson process. rD refers to
the probability that an object generates some detection, while
P (z|x) is the distribution over measurement z given that it was
generated by object x. PF and κF specify the distribution over
the set of false measurements.
P (Z|X) = e−κF
∑
k↔j
∏
k→j
rD(xk)P (zj |xk)
∏
k→∅
(1− rD(xk))∏
∅→j
κFPF (zj) (9)
Alternative measurement models consider detectors such that
each object has many measurements [21] or handle special
cases of interdependence between objects and measurements.
The multi-object tracking update step calculates the posterior
probability P (X|Z). The expressions regarding each object
can be separated into likelihood constants and posterior dis-
tributions.
Pi,j(zj) =
∫
x
Pi(x)rD(x)P (zj |x) (10)
Pi,∅ =
∫
x
Pi(x)(1− rD(x)) (11)
P∅,j(zj) = κFPF (zj) + κU
∫
x
PU (x)rD(x)P (zj |x) (12)
P∅,∅ = κU
∫
x
PU (x)(1− rD(x)) (13)
Pi,j(x|zj) = Pi(x)rD(x)P (zj |x)
Pi,j(zj)
(14)
Pi,∅(x) =
Pi(x)(1− rD(x))
Pi,∅
(15)
P∅,j(x|zj) = PU (x)rD(x)P (zj |x)∫
x
PU (x)rD(x)P (zj |x) (16)
P∅,∅(x) =
PU (x)(1− rD(x))∫
x
PU (x)(1− rD(x)) (17)
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We collectively refer to these as the multi-object tracking
update expressions. Note that they are similar to the measure-
ment likelihood and object update expressions for single-object
tracking. The full posterior distribution can then be written up
to some normalizing constant.
P (X|Z) =
∑
k↔i,j
R+(k ↔ i, j)
∏
k→i,j
Pi,j(xk|zj)
∏
k→i,∅
Pi,∅(xk)∏
k→∅,j
P∅,j(xk|zj)
∏
k→∅,∅
P∅,∅P∅,∅(xk)
(18)
R+(k ↔ i, j) ∝ R(k ↔ i)A(k ↔ i, j)
∏
k→i,j
Pi,j(zj)∏
k→i,∅
Pi,∅
∏
k→∅,j
P∅,j(zj)
∏
∅→j
κFPF (zj)
(19)
This form is equivalent to the initial distribution in (2), as is
necessary for sequential updates in a tracker. The posterior
distribution has one potential object for every matching of
prior object i and measurement j, as well as potential objects
corresponding to prior objects that were not detected and
to newly detected objects. For the standard model certain
pairings cannot co-occur. for instance i = 1, j = 2 and
i = 1, j = 3 both include the same prior object. This constraint
is encapsulated in an indicator function A(k ↔ i, j). We
do not discuss how to appropriately express or approximate
R+(k ↔ i, j), which is typically termed the data association
step. A variety of approximations have been developed to
achieve accurate association at high speed [22]–[25].
IV. TRACKING WITH PERSISTENT DETECTOR FAILURES
As discussed in section III-B2, the standard tracking model
assumes that each object generates a single detection with a
certain probability at each timestep, and that the probability of
generating a detection is independent both between objects and
across timesteps. It also assumes that false detections occur
independently of present objects and other false detections,
usually following a Poisson process.
Neither of these assumptions are realistic for frequent
updates from complex object detectors. The reality is that
detections at nearby timesteps are highly correlated. However,
handling all potentially correlated detectors simultaneously
would require a complex multi-detector data association step,
and may not be accurately approximable in real time. This sec-
tion introduces more efficient methods to incorporate failure
persistence into the standard tracking model.
A. False Negative Persistence through Detectability
As argued in the introduction, the probability of successfully
detecting a present object will be correlated across time
because that probability is primarily determined by latent
features of the object and environment. This suggests that
the correlation could be corrected by an augmentation of
the object state. Say each object’s state includes a binary
feature “detectable”. This feature’s only impact is to alter the
probability of detection as such:
rD(x)←
{
rD(x) x detectable
0 x not detectable
}
(20)
The detectability, or the probability that an object is detectable,
can then be stored and updated as part of each object’s state
distribution. Specifically, the update expressions (11) and (15)
are modified to include:
Pi,j(x detectable|zj) = 1 (21)
Pi,∅(x detectable) =
Pi,∅(x detectable)
(
1− ∫
x
rD(x)
)
1− Pi,∅(x detectable)
∫
x
rD(x)
(22)
As the “detectable” feature is binary, and its actual causes
may be too complex to model, it is reasonable to model its
change over time as a discrete Markov chain. The original
formulation of independent false negatives can be achieved
by setting the Markov transition to stationary - that is, the
detectability at each new timestep is the same regardless of
the previous timestep. The detectability of the undetected
objects term PU (x) can be handled similarly - as this term
represents undetected objects, its detectability will be as low
as possible at every timestep. New objects Pnew can be set to
this low detectability for homogeneity, or set to the steady-
state detectability value.
An example from the Kitti dataset is shown in Figure 1, in
which a tracked vehicle that has been detected for some time
is lost for three timesteps then detected again (the detector in
question is discussed in section V-B2). This detection failure
is likely due to the distance of the car as well as absorption
of lidar scans by black objects. Assume that the object was
tracked for some time and its probability of existence is
R = 0.999 (ignoring multi-hypothesis dependencies, survival,
etc.). Were detection failures assumed to occur independently
with a likelihood of 1 − PD(x) = 0.05, the probability
of object existence by the final timestep would be around
(1−
∫
x
PD(x)P (x))
3
R
(1−
∫
x
PD(x)P (x))
3
R+1−R = 0.11. Alternatively, if objects have
a steady-state detectability of 0.95 with a transition half-life of
a single timestep, the final probability of existence would be
0.875. A higher existence probability increases the likelihood
that the detection in the fifth timestep is associated with the
tracked object, rather than considered a previously undetected
object. The detectability-augmented tracker also assigns a
lower probability to detection failure for steadily detected
objects - this means that unlikely detections caused by sudden
object motion are more likely to be correctly associated.
We are not aware of anyone who has incorporated detection
correlation into a probabilistic tracker, despite the simplicity
of doing so. Similar terms such as ‘perceivability’ have been
used but with different intent [26]. The closest tracker is
[27], which similarly categorizes objects as ’Tracked’ and
’Lost’ for periods of time. However, this categorization is
performed by a learned algorithm rather than considered part
of the probabilistic model, and therefore absolute at each
timestep. Non-probabilistic trackers from the computer vision
community often assume that objects may go undetected for a
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Fig. 1. Six timesteps from scene 4 of the Kitti tracking dataset, showing
a distant leading vehicle that is undetected for three timesteps. Lidar point
returns are overlaid in blue, and VoxelJones detections are displayed as 3D
box frames.
contiguous window of time, and initially create time segments
of well-tracked objects called tracklets [28]. Tracklets that are
likely to correspond to a single object are then combined, and
the object’s position in undetected periods can be imputed.
This approach to tracking does not inherently reason about the
motion of currently-undetected objects, as may be necessary
for vehicular applications.
B. Tracking Persistent False Positives
Intuitively, the only way to characterize correlated false
positives is to maintain knowledge of previous false positives.
This is equivalent to tracking the false positives as well as
true objects. We consider each object to potentially belong
to one of two classes, “genuine” or “false”. The multi-object
motion model (4) can be altered such that there are two types
of objects that enter the scene.
Pnew(x) =
{
pnew,gen.Pnew,gen.(x) x genuine
(1− pnew,gen.)Pnew,false(x) x false
}
(23)
Note that rather than tracking two new potential objects,
one genuine and one false, the multi-object tracking update
tracks a single object using a two-part mixture distribution.
Equivalently, two separate tracked objects can be kept, one
genuine and the other false. These objects have equivalent data
association constraints with other objects, as well as the logical
constraint that only one of the two exists. The two-object for-
mulation therefore unnecessarily increases the computational
complexity of data association, and so is avoided. The exit of
objects is similarly altered.
rS(x) =P (x genuine)rS(x|x genuine)
+ (1− P (x genuine)) rS(x|x false) (24)
In addition, to these alterations, the detection model can
be changed if false objects are expected to have different
detection properties than genuine ones. Many object detectors,
especially learned models, provide a numeric score for the
confidence that they have detected a real object. This score
is an important tool to differentiate between genuine and
false detections, and can easily be incorporated to differentiate
between genuine and false measurements.
Finally, the multi-object measurement model can be funda-
mentally altered by removing the false positive measurements.
This is not a loss of capability: consider designing the model
such that
κnewpnew,gen = κF∫
x
P (z|x)Pnew,false(x) = PF (z)
rS(x|x false) = 0
As false objects appear with a Poisson process independently
every timestep and don’t persist, this model is equivalent
to the original measurement model with poisson-generated
false measurements. Thus as with detectability, the degree of
persistence can be roughly controlled by the false survival
probability rS . For instance, in a simple single-object case
where survival probabilities are constant, the overall probabil-
ity of existence for an object will gradually decrease but the
relative probability of genuity will increase.
P (x+ exists) = P (x exists)(P (x genuine)rS(x genuine)+
P (x false)rS(x false)) (25)
P (x+ genuine) =
P (x genuine)rS(x genuine)
P (x+ exists)
(26)
The primary benefit of tracking false objects is that the false
detections at any time frame are less likely to be erroneously
associated with true objects. A secondary benefit is the ability
to better distinguish between true and false detections by
leveraging information across time. The detector only accesses
a single instant of information and thus cannot make these
distinctions. For 3D object detectors on traffic scenes, we
make two simple assumptions: false detections are unlikely
to move and unlikely to persist when viewed from different
angles. These characteristics are factors of the latent state
of the object, rather than measurements. Thus they can be
incorporated into the multi-object propagation step, either by
modifying the single-object motion model or the survival
probability rsurvive(x). We adopt the latter as it is simpler to
handle without splitting each tracked object into a separate
genuine and false object.
Figure 2 shows a segment of the Kitti dataset in which
the detector of Section V-B2 generates a false detection near
the road. The cause seems to be a combination of objects
such as a bicycle, signpost, and barrier poles. The detector’s
confidence score is around 0.15, meaning each detection has
a relative probability of 0.15 of being legitimate as opposed
to false. The actual tracking result is a function of motion
model and measurement model parameters, so we instead
set a simple hypothetical example: the probability of false
detections or undetected objects is 0.01 of the probability of
the each detection originating from an object in the same spot.
If false detections are tracked, this one will be maintained
until it disappears a few timesteps later (as the viewing
perspective changes). If false detections are not tracked, this
set of detections will be considered either a sequence of
independent false detections or a detected object. The tracked
object corresponding to these detections will have existence
probability .15
4
.154+.013 = .998. Figure 3 shows another segment
with a sequence of low-confidence detections, in this case
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Fig. 2. Six timesteps from scene 0 of the Kitti tracking dataset, showing false
vehicle detections to the side of the road. Detections are displayed as 3D box
frames.
correctly corresponding to a vehicle. In this case, the tracked
object is quickly determined to be moving at over 6 m/s and
its probability of genuity is increased as a result.
The concept of tracking false detections has been implicitly
performed by some trackers. The vehicle tracker in [3] tracks
all likely detections, but only reports tracked objects whose
associated detections have high scores. The use of temporal
information to distinguish between true and false detections
has also been performed in a limited fashion: some visual
trackers separate relevant objects from background environ-
ment based solely on motion [28]. However, as with persistent
missed detections, these techniques were not to our knowledge
previously incorporated into the probabilistic model for multi-
object tracking.
V. VEHICLE TRACKING IMPLEMENTATION
A hypothesis-oriented multiple-hypothesis tracker is applied
to vehicle tracking. Vehicles are considered to occupy 2D
rectangles flat along the ground, with height and roll/pitch
considered unimportant for sensing or tracking. This is often
termed a bird’s-eye-view (BEV) representation. Vehicles are
parameterized by position, orientation, length and width, speed
in the direction of orientation, and rate of angle change.
The sensing vehicle’s motion is assumed to be known ac-
curately, so objects are tracked in absolute positions rather
than positions relative to the vehicle. Each detection provides
position, orientation, and shape estimates in addition to a
score corresponding to the expected probability that this is a
genuine detection. While persistent false detections and missed
detections are handled as discussed, errors in the detections’
estimated values are assumed to be independent across time,
objects, and features. In other words, the detector error is
assumed to be white noise. This assumption is not necessarily
more realistic than that of independent failures, and could be
addressed by state augmentation [29]. However, short-term
errors in position or shape estimation are not considered as
significant as detection failures.
A 2D grid of 3-meter square tiles is maintained by the
tracker for several functions. The ground surface of each tile is
estimated and used to convert between BEV, 3D, and image-
space positions. Line-of-sight sensor occlusion is determined
for each tile based on the lidar returns, and used to estimate
occlusion probability for tracked objects. An occupancy grid
[30] is used to model the expected rate and distribution of
untracked vehicles entering the system (κU and PU (x) in
section III-B). The occupancy grid is updated by local mixing
at every timestep, simulating the motion of untracked objects
and the entry of new objects from outside the field of view.
Finally, the importance of performing detection on each tile
at each time can be roughly estimated [31]. This is used to
speed up a detector, as discussed in Section VI-B.
As a complete specification of the tracker would
be much longer, the code itself is available at
github.com/motrom/kittitracking-pdfmht for reproduction
or comparison purposes.
A. Alternative Tracking Methods
Much of vehicular tracking research has focused on tracking
objects within a camera’s view (also called 2D tracking),
despite 3D information being valuable for many vehicular ap-
plications. The two domains are not equivalent as an estimated
position in bird’s-eye-view may not be as accurate when trans-
lated to camera view and vice versa. The method AB3DMOT
[3] has code available online and was previously tested using
the strong detector discussed in the next section. Thus this
method is used for comparison. Other methods such as [15],
[20], [32]–[34] do not have public implementations. [15], [20],
[32] present probabilistic trackers of similar structure to ours.
AB3DMOT follows simple rules for handling object existence
and detector failure, and [33], [34] learn tracker rules from
example data.
B. Detectors
1) Strong Detector: Point-RCNN [35], a deep CNN lidar-
based detector, was chosen to represent state-of-the-art vehicle
detectors. It was trained on the Kitti detection training set,
leaving out samples that correspond to the first 10 scenes of
the Kitti tracking dataset. Those scenes are used to validate
the tracker.
2) Lightweight Lidar Detector: If current autonomous vehi-
cle object detectors fall short anywhere, it is in interpretability
and computational demand. We propose a simple Viola-Jones-
type object detector for vehicular lidar, which we refer to as
VoxelJones. One of the challenges for classifying on lidar data
is deriving useful features from sets of 3D points. Decision
trees make binary splits rather than algebraic transformations,
so features are not required to be numeric. We select a simple
but intuitive and numerous set of binary features. The box of
-3 to 3 meters lengthwise with respect to an object’s center,
-2 to 2 meters widthwise, and .125 to 2.625 meters above
the ground is discretized into 0.125-meter binary voxels (3D
cubes). A voxel is positive if at least one lidar point falls within
that region of space. Any box-shaped union of voxels may be
used as a feature in the classifier.
We use second-order gradient boosting to train weighted
regression trees as in [36]. The decision trees are of depth
3 and so each contain 7 splits and 8 resulting values. A
first classifier of 10 trees operates on anchors spaced every
0.5 meters and pi8 radians. The attentional cascade eliminates
99.8% of negative inputs, while erroneously eliminating 14%
of positive inputs.Positively classified areas are split into
anchors spaced at 0.125 meters and pi16 radians, and further
classified with 20 more trees. As Kitti’s vehicle class does not
include large vehicles, all detected vehicles are considered to
have dimensions of 4m length, 1.76m width, and 1.7m height.
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Fig. 3. Five timesteps from scene 9 of the Kitti tracking dataset, showing low-confidence detections of a moving vehicle. Detections are displayed as 3D box
frames.
In addition to inference speed, decision trees and box
features have the advantage of interpretability. Appendix A
includes visual interpretations of the algorithm’s parameters
and of example input.
The algorithm was trained with the Kitti object detection
training dataset, leaving out samples corresponding to the
utilized tracking dataset. Its performance on the Kitti object
detection test benchmark is shown in Table I. It is compared
to deep network detections from the Kitti public leaderboard.
The cutoff metric is 0.7 BEV overlap. Algorithm speed is also
reported in terms of average detections per second. For most
methods, including ours, there is little fluctuation from the
average. Our detection method achieves similar performance
TABLE I
DETECTOR PERFORMANCE ON KITTI BEV BENCHMARK
AP Easy AP Moderate AP Hard FPS GPU
VoxelJones 65.3 54.5 49.9 6 N
[37] 69.4 62.5 55.9 1 Y
[35] 89.5 85.7 79.1 10 Y
[38] – – 15.4 10 N
to the early deep network [37], and superior performance to
the only other public method that can be applied in real-time
on a CPU [38]. However, state-of-the-art detectors are notably
better.
3) Detector Fusion: Recent computer vision research has
led to object detectors that estimate 3D position from a single
image. However, the distance estimation of these methods are
still inaccurate compared to stereo or rotational lidar. We track
using a mono-camera deep detector MonoGRNet [11] (trained
on the same data as the other detectors) as well as sparsified
lidar data.
Six of the sixty-four lasers from the Kitti dataset’s lidar
are used. The cost of a lidar sensor scales with its resolution,
and cameras are inexpensive sensors so the combination of
the two provides a low-cost approach to object detection.
However, at this resolution it is difficult to distinguish between
vehicles and other objects using lidar data alone, so a learned
model is foregone in favor of a simple segmentation of each
laser’s returns. A contiguous set of lidar returns with less
than .4 meters distance between each is considered a segment.
Segments that are long enough and of the right shape to be
a vehicle are treated as full detections (position, orientation,
and shape), while other segments are treated as inaccurate
measurements of the vehicle position.
Figure 4 shows a single sample and the estimates from each
of the detectors. Point-RCNN misses one vehicle due to occlu-
sion and reports one false detection with very low confidence
(note that detection in the far left is actually an unannotated
vehicle). VoxelJones actually detects the occluded vehicle but
reports several false detections. MonoGRNet correctly detects
all vehicles but with inaccurate positions. The segmentation of
sparse lidar points detects each vehicle at least once, but also
detects many irrelevant objects.
VI. TRACKING PERFORMANCE
The tracker is tested on the first 10 scenes from the Kitti
tracking training dataset. This subset contains 281 unique
vehicles with 8307 total annotations. The proposed tracker is
denoted as PDFMHT (Persistent Detector Failures in Multiple
Hypothesis Tracking) in the following results.
A. Tracking on Strong Detector
The tracker is first applied to detections from Point-RCNN
[35].
Common MOT performance metrics used in [8], [17] cal-
culate false positive, false negative, and identity inconsis-
tency errors from a single output estimate from the tracker,
then compile these metrics into several aggregate scores. As
mentioned by [3], such metrics do not consider that these
errors may not have equal importance for a given application,
and that most trackers can be adapted to report a higher
or lower number of estimates to prioritize completeness or
precision respectively. Additionally, the ability of the tracker to
determine the latent features of tracked objects is important for
robotics applications. Figure 5 presents tracker performance
in four plots. The horizontal axis of each plot corresponds to
recall, or the fraction of annotated vehicles that were detected.
An estimate is considered to correctly match an annotation if
the BEV overlap (intersection over union) between the two
exceeds 0.3. The vertical axis of the leftmost plot displays
precision, or the fraction of reported estimates that were
correctly matched. The second plot displays recall under a
stricter overlap requirement of 0.7, as is used in the Kitti
detection benchmark. The vertical axis of the third plot reports
the number of identity switches, as defined by the CLEAR
MOT metrics. The final plot is also a precision-recall plot, but
calculated for estimates one second ahead using the tracker’s
motion model as a predictor 1. The overlap requirement is
lowered to 0.1 for this plot, as motion prediction is challenging
without utilizing context or more powerful prediction models.
We also report single values of CLEAR MOTA and MOTP in
Table II, using the 0.3 overlap requirement.
The rule-based decisions for including and removing object
estimates in AB3DMOT [3] are shown to perform poorly
compared to the probabilistic model used in PDFMHT, even
when detector failures are not considered. However, other
tracker details such as occlusion and occupancy reasoning may
1For both trackers, the sensing vehicle’s motion is directly accounted for
rather than predicted.
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Fig. 4. Scene 1 sample 368 of the kitti tracking training dataset. Annotated vehicles are shown as red boxes. Detections are in green and shaded by detector
confidence. Lidar segments that are too small to determine orientation or size are shown as points instead.
Fig. 5. Performance of trackers on the Kitti tracking subset using the Point-RCNN detector.
contribute heavily to this difference in performance. Utilizing
genuity in the tracker improves performance substantially - the
leftmost plot of Figure 5 reveals that the traditional tracker
model cannot distinguish between true and false objects
beyond a certain level of confidence. For high-recall low-
precision settings where even highly uncertain estimates are
reported, genuity makes less of an impact. The addition of a
detectability feature is not shown to impact this tracker and
detector. As low-confidence detections can be safely included
with the genuity modification, and occlusion is explicitly
accounted for, there may be few unexpected missed detections.
B. Tracking on Lightweight Lidar Detector
As in the previous subsection, we plot several metrics in
Figure 6 and report standard MOTA in Table II. The tracker
is compared to alternate versions without false positive or false
negative persistence modeled, as well as against a simple track-
before-detect experiment. The tracker is used to subselect a
third of the viewed area at every timestep on which to apply
the detector. This more than doubles the detector’s speed, with
the sublinear improvement explained by costly preprocessing
and the fact that the selected regions are less likely to be
removed in the attentional cascade.
The tracker’s performance is again highly improved by
adding persistent false object reasoning. This is reasonable
as the object detector used provides many false positives.
TABLE II
TRACKER PERFORMANCE, CLEAR MOTA METRIC @ .3 BEV IOU
Detector Tracker MOTA
PointRCNN PDFMHT 86.6
w/o Detectability 86.4
w/o Genuity 81.4
AB3DMOT 82.5
Voxel Jones PDFMHT 74.7
w/o Detectability 73.4
w/o Genuity 60.6
subselect environment 72.4
MonoGRNet PDFMHT 42.6
MonoGRNet + sparse lidar PDFMHT 46.5
w/o Genuity 33.4
w/o Detectability 45.7
Detectability improves performance in a few instances, unlike
for the strong detector. Additionally, the tracker can be used to
increase the detector’s speed with only a minor performance
penalty. The subselected VoxelJones+tracker pair runs at over
10 updates per second. Interestingly, for 1-second predictions
the accuracy of this tracker exceeds that of the AB3DMOT
tracker using state-of-the-art detections. Again, this difference
in performance can not solely be attributed to the persistent
failure reasoning, but it shows the value of an accurate tracker
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Fig. 6. Performance of trackers on the Kitti tracking subset using the VoxelJones detector.
compared to solely an accurate detector.
C. Tracking with Fused Detectors
PDFMHT is modified slightly to handle these complemen-
tary sensors. A steady-state bias feature is maintained for
each object, which stores the longitudinal bias of MonoGRNet
detections. In the lateral direction, the detector is substantially
more accurate. Each laser is treated as a separate sensor and
handled with a separate update step. This approach maintains
the one-to-one restriction of the standard tracking model and
enables simple occlusion reasoning. Finally, the approach for
genuity is changed for lidar segments. Rather than track a large
number of false lidar objects, lidar-only objects are added to
the undetected estimates, which in PDFMHT are stored in
an occupancy grid. This still achieves the desired resilience
to repeated lidar detections in the same region, as they will
be associated with and then reassigned to the undetected
objects each update step. Any object associated with a camera
measurement is handled like the previously discussed genuity
estimates.
Figure 7 and Table II show results of the fused tracking
model. Note that for the genuity-less model, we still do not
track lidar-only objects. Otherwise, a large number of non-
vehicle objects would be reported. However, without maintain-
ing the occupancy grid of false measurements, lidar detections
are often matched to camera detections when they more likely
correspond to previously detected non-vehicle objects. This
effect is extreme enough to make a fused tracker less accurate
than a tracker using only the MonoGRNet detections. With
genuity reasoning, the fusion of detector models is shown to
improve upon the MonoGRNet-only tracker.
VII. CONCLUSION
We present modifications to the standard probabilistic multi-
object tracking formulation that more realistically capture
some common properties of robotic object detectors. Objects
that are persistently undetected for a short time can be han-
dled by maintaining an estimate of object detectability. False
detections that persist in a certain region can be handled by
tracking potentially false objects and using a combination of
detector confidence and latent features to distinguish between
genuine and false tracked objects. A 3D vehicle tracker was
implemented using a standard probabilistic model with these
modifications and tested on a public dataset. Persistence-aware
tracking is shown to be valuable for further improving the
detection performance of state-of-the-art deep networks, for
enabling real-time detection with a classic detection algorithm
without a graphics processing unit, and for correctly fusing
detections from complementary sensors.
APPENDIX A
LIDAR OBJECT DETECTOR INTERPRETABILITY
This section covers two ways in which the VoxelJones
object detector can be interpreted visually.
A. Visualizing the model
As all features for the detector are simply point checks
within 3D boxes, they can be visualized as 3D shapes. Figure
8 visualizes all feature boxes from the first tree of our trained
model from three perspectives. For each colored box, a split
to the left is taken if there is a lidar point within this box. The
final scores for this tree are denoted as positive or negative.
The first box (red) checks a broad section of where a car
would be. Splits to the left check high regions, presumably to
negatively score tall and large objects like buildings and trees.
If no lidar detections lie in the first box, the next splits search
for detections in nearby areas.
B. Visualizing inputs
The concept of feature importance has a clear mathematical
formulation for boosted trees, based on the change in score
directly caused by splits on a single feature [39]. In our case,
the feature space is too broad for this metric to be easily
interpretable, but a similar approach can be taken for an input
set of lidar points. The points that lie inside a feature box
are considered to have importance correlated to the score of
that tree, divided by the number of similar points. Points or
small sets of points that uniquely contributed to positive or
negative classification can thus be located. Figure 9 shows an
example of a true detection and false detection with input point
importances displayed by color. A single lidar point in the true
example hits the roof of the far side of the car and strongly
impacts the classification. The most significant points in the
false example lie on the thin pole, and curiously on some
patches of ground. This could imply the model has learned
from the data to expect vehicles on flat surfaces.
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Fig. 7. Performance of trackers on the Kitti tracking subset using the MonoGRNet detector as well as segment detections from sparse lidar.
Fig. 8. Visualization of box splits for the first tree of the trained VoxelJones
object detector.
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